Pblya's enumeration theorem is generalized in the following way. We have sets R and D, and a group G acting (by means of representations) on R and D simultaneously. This induces an equivalence relation in the set of all mappings (or of all one-to-one mappings) of R into D. The number of equivalence classes is determined for both cases. The example of types of mappings of a set into itself is treated in detail.
INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group. Let x be a representation of G by means of permutations of a finite set D, and let 5 be a representation of G by means of permutations of a finite set R. The set of all mappings of D into R is denoted by RD. The set of all one-to-one mappings of D into R is denoted by RD. (SO RD C RD. ) In RD we consider the following equivalence relation E,, b . If fi E RD, fi E RD we say that fi and fi are equivalent if there exists a y E G such that wfi = fix(r)* The equivalence classes will be called (x, Q-patterns.
If a (x, [)-pattern contains an f that maps D one-to-one into R, then all functions in that pattern are one-to-one. In that case the pattern will be called an injective (x, C)-pattern.
We shall be interested in the number of (x, &patterns and in the number of injective (x, o-patterns.
These questions form a common generalization of some questions that have been treated previously [ 1 ] : (i) If K, Hare groups of permutations of D and R, respectively, and if G = K x H is the direct product of K and H, then we can take x, 5 as the projections onto K and H: XC", rl) = K, tk 77) = 77
With this choice of x and 5, two mappings fi , fi are equivalent if K E K, 14 0 1972 by Academic Press, Inc.
q E H exist such that rlfi = fin. We shall return to this case in Example 1 of Section 3.
(ii) Let G be a group of permutations of the finite set D. Two permutationsf, ,f2 of D are called equivalent if y E G exists such thatf, =? &r-l. The number of equivalence classes was evaluated in [l, Theorem 41. These classes are injective patterns in the following special situation: we take R = D and we define x and 5 by x(y) = i(r) = y for all y E G. 
VEG
This notation is taken from [3] , where the expression T (with an arbitrary number of representations instead of two) was used for counting "vector mapping patterns."
For the sake of completeness we give the definition of the cycle index of a permutation group G:
P&xl , x.2 ,... ):= 1 G 1-l 1 Z(y; xl , x2 ,... ). If we sum with respect to Q we get for the number of (x, &patterns I G 1-l y, Nflf~ RD> Wf = fx(rNl
If g is a permutation of D, and h a permutation of R then we agree Ng, 4 := Nflf~ RD, hf = fg>l.
We can write (1) as I G I-' c Nx('/), 5W). Proof. The only difference from the proof of Theorem 1 is that instead of (2) 3. Let us consider a finite set D and a group G of permutations of D. Two mappings fi ,fi of D into itself will be called equivalent if y E G exists such that rfir-' = fz . We ask for the number of equivalence classes.
The situation arises from the one considered in Theorem 1 if we take R = D, and, as in the previous example, x and 5 such that x(y) = 5(r) = y for all y E G. For the number of classes we obtain where cj = c(y,j). In particular, if we take for G the symmetric group (the group of all permutations of D), we shall refer to the equivalence classes as mapping types, and we get as the number S, of mapping types on a set D with 1 D I = k:
where the first summation is over all sequences n, , n2 ,... with n, + 2n, + 3n, + -a* = k.
We give the first values here: We briefly refer to an entirely different method for counting the mapping types. A mapping of D into itself can be considered as a directed graph with vertex set D, possibly with loops. A mapping is called primitive if its graph is connected, and we shall use the same adjective for mapping types consisting of primitive mappings. Let pk denote the number of primitive mapping types. Then we can derive (with S,, = l), by remarking that a mapping type on a set with k elements corresponds to a non-negative integer-valued function on the set of all primitive mapping types (the values of the function indicate how often the respective primitive mapping types occur in the given mapping type).
It remains to show how to compute pk . A primitive mapping type can be described as a cycle (possibly of length 1) with oriented trees growing on the respective points of the cycle (the orientation in the trees is toward the cycle).
Let tk denote the number of topologic rooted trees with k points, and T(X) = c; tkXk. Thus Finally we obtain j$kxk = il Pzm~W, W2),...).
